STUDENT TRAVEL GRANT

Now accepting applications

awards up to $5000 for qualifying global public health experiences

learn more at cph.uiowa.edu/global
GLOBAL SERVICE LEARNING

IN XICOTEPEC, MEXICO

CPH: 4755
International Perspectives: Xicotepec

An introduction to providing service to communities in developing countries through public health projects to improve community life in Xicotepec, Mexico. Coursework includes cultural and professional preparation for team work in an international environment plus a service-learning course during spring break in Xicotepec, Mexico.

In collaboration with Rotary International

cph.uiowa.edu/xicotepec

Questions?
319-384-4136
sophie-switzer@uiowa.edu
N178 CPHB
CPH:4240
May 25-29, 2019

GLOBAL INJURY & VIOLENCE PREVENTION SUMMER COURSE

Hosted at the CLUJ SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, ROMANIA

Application Deadline: FEBRUARY 1, 2020

CPH.UIOWA.EDU/INJURY-SHORT-COURSE
Announcing new college-wide international partnerships

Deakin University | Melbourne, Australia
Tangaza University College | Nairobi, Kenya
Cluj School of Public Health | Cluj-Napoca, Romania

Explore opportunities in
Research | Collaboration | Learning Abroad

Learn more at

[link](cph.uiowa.edu/current-global-programs)
PUBLIC HEALTH RESEARCH CELEBRATION FALL 2020

IOWA INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH RESEARCH AND POLICY PRESENTS

GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH CASE COMPETITION 2020

The stakes are high. The competition is fierce.

NOVEMBER 16, 2020 PRESENTATIONS
NOVEMBER 18, 2020 JUDGES Q&A

This year's event will be entirely virtual.

IOWA College of Public Health
LUWEI PEARSON
Acting Director of Health, UNICEF

GPH WEEK KEYNOTE
Online Webinar Format - Link to Follow

SEPTEMBER 23, 2020
12:30-1:30pm Spotlight Presentation
Get in touch!

Email: sophie-switzer@uiowa.edu

Office: N178 CPHB

Website: cph.uiowa.edu/global

Office Hours: All meetings will be virtual for Fall 2020 (COVID-19)

Go to MyUI.com > Advising Appointments to schedule a meeting.